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1. Introduction

3. Results

• Spark channel visualization in a rapid compression-expansion machine was
performed by a high-speed camera at a frame rate of 50 000 fps
• The main effort was to provide controlled flow conditions at the location of the
spark electrodes in order to study spark channel deformation in engine relevant
conditions while minimizing cyclic variations
• Both, the initial pressure (before the compression) and the compression ratio were
adjusted to reach pressure at instant of ignition relevant for modern spark ignition
engines
• The experments in the RCM were supported by numerical simulations performed
using the AVL FIRE™ software
• Sprak ignition model was capable to capture spark channel deformation due to
charge flow
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2. Experimental Setup
Fig. 4. Selected frames of recorded sparks at different pressures; SOI stands for start of ignition

• The tests were conducted on pneumatically driven RCM employing expansion
stroke
• The RCM was equipped with transparent cylinder head
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Fig. 6. Velocity field at the
start of compression

Fig. 5. Velocity field at the
end of chamber filling
0
Fig. 1. RCM with high speed camera

• In order to create flow
around
the
spark
electrodes
we
used
tangential air supply to the
cylindrical
combustion
chamber at the same time
locating the spark plug offcylinder axis
• Spark channel visualization
was done for three
different pressures ~2.5, 3
and 3.3 MPa (absolute
pressure)
• Each measurement was
repeated 3 times
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Fig. 2. Optical access
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Fig. 7. Velocity vectors at the spark
plug gap loction – cross section
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Fig. 8. Velocity vectors at the spark plug gap loction
– axial section (view as from the camera)

4. Conclusions
• Experimental results showed that the spark deformation in the observed direction
exhibits large variation
• The numerical studies shed more light on the flow conditions suggesting that the
squish effect dominates over the swirl generated by the tangential air supply
causing spark deformation in perpendicular direction to the observation plane
• Swirl needs to be created during or just before the compression stroke
• Flat piston should be used to avoid squish effect

Fig. 3. Tngential air supply
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